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The Microsoft Zune recently launched in
America and though launch dates were
touted in the UK for December it appears
that we won't be seeing Microsofts answer
to the iPod over here until someway through
2007! Still, that at least gives Microsoft a
year to sort out the issues with their mp3
player - it appears to have had a universal
panning in the US!

The iPodnano
(PRODUCT)

RED is part of the
burgeoning range

cff (PRODUCT)
RED endorsed

products. When you buy one of these, not
only are you purchasing the worlds most

popular digital music player in an awsome
colour, but you are also contributing to the

1 Global Fund to fight HIV/AIDS in Africa.
4GB (1,000 songs) model: £129
8GB (2,000 songs)model: £169

www.apple,com/uk
www.pinred.corm

Don't have a sadbag, have a
Happybag!

Happybag specialize in making funky
but practical changing bag solutions.
These bags look like something you

would find in a Bond St shop and you
would never guess that they hide every

conceivable item relating to baby -
changing mat, bottJes, cloths, nappy bags
etc. They also have a Dads Gear range,
so dad will never be caught short again.

We have a competition on page 49,
where you can win one of these great

*! items!

Little Times loves these new organic

procucts from Neal's Yard Remedies,

Covent Garden:

'Pure Baby Oil' (£5.99) is a new massage

oil that is 100% organic and can be used

on babies from birth.

'Organic Mothers

Balm' (£15) offers

the perfect solution

for pregnant women

who want a deeply

moisturising and

protective product that

is simple, safe and

effective.
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This month we
have been mostly
using...
ECGSOAPIA has
been1 awarded
both the Chemical
Consumer Award
and Consumer
Award from
Allergy UK which

is especially important for all those allergy
sufferers. It is free from sis, artificial colour,
fragrances, synthetic preservatives and
parabens and is suitable for vegetarians and
vegans.

We have been using the Eucalyptus Liquid
Soap, which we are mightily impressed with,
though there are several variations available
including Rose Geranium (pictured).
It is available to purchase in 295ml bottles for
£6.00.
www.ecosoapia.com

www.littletimes.co.uk




